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LITTLE FLOWER CONVENT HIGH SCHOOL, SOLAPUR 

Preliminary Examination – 2022 

Class – 10th  Sub. – Geography Marks - 40 
 

 Q.1) Choose the right option and rewrite the sentences: (4) 

1) Amazon is a large river in the world. Near its mouth .............. . 

a. deltaic regions are formed b. no deltas are formed 

c. deposition of sediments occurs d. fishing is done 

2) Where do you find dispersed settlements in India? 

a. Near the rivers b. Near the transport routes 

c. Hilly areas d. Industrial regions 

3) Both India and Brazil have adopted .................. type of economy. 

a. Capitalist b. Mixed c. Socialist d. Populist 

 
4) In Brazil, rainfall varies due to .............. . 

a. climate b. physiography c. vegetation d. direction of winds 

 
 Q.-2) Match the correct pair. (4) 

 

Coloum "A" Coloum "B" 

i. Nucleated settlements a. Coastal area of Brazil 

ii. Dispersed settlements b. Highlands of Brazil 

iii. Sparse settlements c. Tribal part of India 

iv. Dense settlements d. Narmada valley 

 Q.-3) Answer in one sentence. (Any four) (4) 

1) Which wind brings rainfall in India peninsular region ? 

 
2) The locations of Brazil and India differ in terms of their position in their respective continents. 

 
3) What is the full for of GMT? 

 
4) Which mode of transport in Brazil constitute for major transportation. 

 
5) Which are the two cold and warm currents flow near Brazil coast? 

 
 Q.-4) (A)  Do as per the instructions given below. (4) 

Fill information in the map of India, give titles and prepare an index/legend. 
 

i. Largest state 

ii. Capital of India 

iii. Capital of Maharashtra 

iv. Smallest state 

v. 23°, 30° Trophic of Cancer 

vi. Lake Chilka 
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        Q.- 4) (B) Answer the following questions on the basis of the map given. (Any four)  (4) 

i. Which place has the highest density of the population? 

ii. What is the reason for high density of population in Sao- Paulo? 

iii. How much is the density is the north-east of Brazil? 

iv. How much density of population is in Brasillia? 

v. How much is the density of population in Western Brazil? 

          Q.-5) Give geographical reasons. (Any two) (6) 

1) Brazil took so long to develop its economy as compared to India. 

 
2) Snowfall doesn’t always occur in Brazil. 

 
3) Except Delhi and Chandigarh, urbanization is low in other parts of India. 

 
4) Wildlife in India is decreasing day by day. 

 
           Q.-6) (A)  Draw a graph / Answer the help of the given statistical information. (6) 

With the help of given statistical data prepare a simple bar graph and answer the following questions: 
 

India-Trend of Urbanisation (1961-2011) 

Year 1961 1971 1981 1991 2001 2011 

Percentage of Urban Population 18 18 23 25 27 31 
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i. What is the interval of the data of the years? 

ii. Which decade shows slow rate of urbanisation? 

iii. Which decade shows high rate of urbanisation? 

 
OR 

           Q.-6) B) Answer the following by reading the graph/diagram. 
 

i. What was the percentage of urbanization in 1961? 

ii. In which decade was urbanization highest? 

iii. In which decade was the growth of urbanization lowest? 

iv. What inference can you draw regarding India’s urbanization after reading the graph? 

v. What was the increase in percentage of urbanization in 1991 - 2001? 

vi Which decade witnessed the highest increase in the percentage of urbanization? 

          Q.-7) Answer the following in detail. (Any two) (8) 

1) Discuss the factor affecting the climate of Brazil 

 
2) What type of environmental issues are faced by Brazil and India? 

 
3) What measures are being taken to control pollution in the rivers of India? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  


